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Nari Signe

Nari Signe is a character played by noone.1) tablelayout

Nari Signe
Species & Gender: Female Nekovalkyrja

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Medic

Rank: Santo Hei
Current Placement: @@Assignment@@

Physical Description

Signe's golden eyes are framed by ice blue hair that seem to flow like ocean waves in the wind, brushing
just to the tops of her shoulders, the white tips rest softly against the lightly tanned skin of her shoulders
which are dotted with freckles that cover her body like countless small pebbles along a beach. A cute,
rosy-cheeked face is supported by a strong jawline, lending an intensity to her otherwise quiet soft
features that matches her gentle and quiet tone. Middling height for a neko, just over five feet with a
body to match her face and voice, softer and gentler than one might expect but well supported and
strong. The curves of her body show off her love for baking in the most pleasant of ways, just the right
amount of pleasant squish while still holding a soft feminine shape.

Personality

Born in a batch where her sisters had no desire to create familial relationships, she satisfies her desire to
care for others by pouring her heart and soul into her medic work. She is a kind, quiet, but firm force in
the medic bay whose presence is rarely heard but always felt.

Her spare time is often spent researching or preparing for the next day of work. If she does happen to
find herself with time for a hobby she will often resort to baking or gardening as a way to ease her mind
while still feeling somewhat productive.

She is good with people she feels comfortable around, yet often seems cold and unapproachable to those
she is unfamiliar with. Her mood is even and calm most of the time, with a few exceptions, but when she
does lose her temper, it is big and not easily forgotten.

History

Nari Signe was born 14日 8月 46 on Yamatai (Planet). Following her batch birth, she went into
specialization training to become a medic. Her time in training was uneventful and she did well. Once
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training ended she took a few temporary posts in some smaller medical centers until being called to a
formal position of her own.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills

Culinary

She is proficient in baking and enjoys trying new recipes to share with her shipmates.

Social Connections

Nari Signe is connected to:

Batch Mates

Signe has a tenuous relationship with her batch mates, she wishes they were closer as a group but the
rest have no desire for familial connection.

Inventory & Finance

Nari Signe has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

Nari Signe currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by teakisses on 10, 14 2022 at 21:04 using the Character Template Form.

In the case @@Character Owner@@ becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes
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Character Name Nari Signe
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Medical
Orders Orders
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